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Recentlyrs€veral kinds of contact type image sensors have
been developedrbecause their short focal length can reduce the

amorphous chalcogenide fi lms.
However ,it is diff icult to read out the signals Senerated

in an amorphous silicon f ilm at high speed ,because if the read
-out method is of the storage mode,stored photocharge decreases
in proportion to the storage time when the light intensity is
constant,and then the stored signal charge quantity becomes
comparable to that of the switching noise charge which is
generated by fuI)S FET's gate vol tage swi ng across i t's
gate- source and gate-dra in st ray capaci tance.
Therefore reduction of switching noise will make it possible to
read out signal more quickly, whereas dark current doesnr t play
an important role because itts stored charge decreases in
proportion to the storage time.

A new 128-bit low noise multiplexer LSI has been developed
to minimize the swi tching noi se.
It is proved that with tFis LSI, light-shielded amorphous
silicon sensor structure and highly-integrated low noise hybrid
circuits technologyran A4-16 bits/mm image sensor can read an
A4 size document within 0.8ms/line.
This corresponds to a 0.2ms line scan time for an
image sensor. This shows that more than ten times
four times progress in area resolusion have been
compared with previous contact type line sensors.
This speed is estimated from the measured data on
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The resu I t s obtai ned from the eval uat i on of the A4- t6 bi t s/mm
sensor will be reported at the conference.

The top view of the A4 sensor is shown in
the experimental sample is shown in Fig.2.
Photosensitive area is formed along the center
subst ra'te (240x50x1 .2nm) .
Half of the total twenty eight LSIs are populated on
divided area by the photosensitive array(3456 bits).
Conductive patterns from photosensitive spots to the
des i gned to be el ect romagnet i cal I y i sol ated f rom the
driving pulses to minimize crosstalk noise.
The photosensitive area is made of 200nm-thick Cr electrodes,
t000nm-thick a-Si:H photoconversion layer, 75 nm-thick ITO trans
-parent electrode layer, and 200nm-thick Cr I ight-shield layer.
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The fabrication procedures are as follows. First, a Cr
metal layer is evaporated all over the glass surface. The Cr
layer behaves as a hole barrier metal to the amorphous silicon
and as an adhesive for the gold conductive line and bonding pad
to the glass.
Next, amorphous silicon is deposited,and ITO is deposited on it
to construct Shottocky barrier photodiode cel ls.
Then ,a Cr conductive layer is formed to enhance long and narrow
ITO's conductance and to shadow the place where the
photosensitivity is not required o

LSIs are mounted on the substrate and electrically connected to
the conducting pattern by wi re bonding. The cross sectional view
is shown in Fig.3.

The new LSI basically consists of 128 channel
pre-amplif iers , C-N/PS analog switches and shift registers.
The gate si ze of both N and P type NDS-FET are des igned to have
the same dimension which is minimized until the on-resistance
value signif icantly inf luences it's read-out time constant.
And so,the switching noise is minimized.
Output signal at 100 lx and dark signal are shown in Fig.4.
The result shows that one line scan can be made within 0.8ms for
A4-t5 bitslmm image sensor with 20dB S/N ratio , without any
additional noise cancell ing circuits.

Fig.l The toP view of the A4 sensor. Fig.2 The top view of the
exper imental sample.

Fig。 3  The cross
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